Vagovagal nerve stimulation is a new and increasingly common therapy for intractable seizures. We report a case of intermittent airway obstruction caused by the vagal nerve stimulator during general anesthesia with a laryngeal mask airway.

**Case Report**

S. E. C. is a 54-yr-old woman who was scheduled to undergo open reduction and internal fixation of an isolated trimalleolar ankle fracture that she sustained after a fall. Her medical history was significant for an idiopathic, partial-complex seizure disorder of approximately 25 years' duration. Her surgical history was significant for placement of a vagal nerve stimulator (VNS) approximately 2 yr previously to improve control of her seizures. Her current medications consisted of carbamazepine (1,200 mg/day), multivitamins, and calcium supplements.

The patient was premedicated with 1 mg intravenous midazolam and 50 μg intravenous fentanyl. General anesthesia was induced with 40 mg lidocaine–150 mg propofol, and a No. 4 laryngeal mask airway (LMA) was inserted without difficulty on the first attempt. Anesthesia was maintained with isoflurane (1–1.4%) in oxygen (50%, balance nitrogen).

Spontaneous respiration resumed almost immediately after LMA insertion. However, shortly thereafter, the patient was noted to have inspiratory stridor and sternal retractions suggesting partial obstruction. Continuous positive airway pressure was applied (approximately 20 cm H₂O), resulting in markedly decreased stridor and retractions. Positive pressure was continued for approximately 1 min, after which the obstruction spontaneously resolved. Approximately 5 min later, partial obstruction and stridor recurred but were again relieved by continuous positive airway pressure. After approximately 1 min, the apparent obstruction resolved spontaneously, only to recur again approximately 5 min later.

This pattern of intermittent obstruction followed by an unobstructed interval recurred over approximately 40 min. It was then decided to perform fiberoptic laryngoscopy through the lumen of the LMA to identify the source of the obstruction. A fiberoptic bronchoscope swivel adapter was attached to the LMA to permit insertion of a fiberoptic bronchoscope without disconnecting the patient from the anesthetic circuit. Initial examination, during an unobstructed period, showed the LMA to be appropriately positioned and the cords to be fully open (fig. 1). The fiberoptic scope was left in place until the next obstructed episode, at which time the left arytenoid and aryepiglottic fold were seen to have been pulled across the midline to almost completely obstruct the glottic opening (fig. 2). Application of positive airway pressure moved the vocal fold part of the way back toward its normal position and improved ventilation; however, when positive airway pressure was released, the arytenoid would again move across the midline to obstruct the airway. This persisted for approximately 1 min, after which it spontaneously resolved.

Given the fixed periodicity of the patient's obstructive episodes, we began to suspect that her VNS was the source of the intermittent abnormal positioning of her arytenoid. Review of her records revealed that her VNS was set to fire at 30 Hz for 1 min followed by a 5-min off-time. This pattern exactly matched the pattern of intermittent obstruction. We reasoned that stimulation of the left vagus nerve resulted in stimulation of the recurrent and superior laryngeal nerves, which produced tetanic contraction of the musculature on the left side of the larynx.
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Discussion

Vagal nerve stimulators were approved by the US Food and Drug Administration in 1997 to control intractable seizures. They consist of a pulse generator and a bipolar lead that encircles the left vagus nerve in the neck. The generator is programmable, and the controllable variables include on-time, off-time, stimulus amplitude, and stimulus frequency. The mechanism by which VNSs reduce seizure severity is not known but is presumed to result from retrograde conduction of electrical impulses via the vagus nerve to stimulate brain structures known to influence seizures.

Although the VNS is effective in reducing seizure frequency, it also produces noticeable side effects. Most problems relate to the period of vagal nerve stimulation, and the most common problem (66% of patients) is that of alterations in the voice, such as hoarseness or breathiness. Other problems include dysphagia, dyspnea, aspiration, muscle pain, and paresthesias.

The VNS-mediated side effects associated with the voice are caused by stimulation of both the superior and the recurrent laryngeal nerve, which are branches of the vagus nerve. Together, these two nerves innervate all the muscles of the larynx. Several studies that have examined patients with voice abnormalities during vagal nerve stimulation have documented that the left vocal fold and arytenoids are displaced medially during the period of vagal stimulation. For example, Zalvan et al. reported two adult cases of voice change after vagal nerve stimulation. During videofluoroscopy, both patients’ left vocal folds were noted to move to the midline and become immobile during vagal nerve stimulation. Interestingly, the immobility persisted for a brief period (5–7 s) after stimulation ceased. Similarly, Lundy et al. demonstrated movement of the vocal folds to the midline during vagal nerve stimulation at 40 Hz. Interestingly, these investigators found that the direction of vocal fold movement was dependent on the frequency of stimulation. At a frequency of only 20 Hz, vagal nerve stimulation produced abduction of the vocal fold. Rate-related differences in movement of the vocal folds are presumably related to differences in which pharyngeal muscles are being stimulated at a given frequency.

The current patient did not volunteer any complaints of airway problems related to her VNS, nor was she observed to have any voice alterations during the preoperative evaluation. After the fact, we contacted her attending neurologist, who confirmed that she has not had any airway-related problems (the new HIPPA law made direct contact with the patient to ask about airway problems inadvisable). Therefore, the patient seems to be a member of the large minority who do not experience noticeable airway side effects during VNS firing. Given the apparent absence of airway symptoms while awake, it is curious that she had such marked airway narrowing during anesthesia. It may be that while awake, she is able to subconsciously compensate for the effects of the VNS. Alternatively, it may be that general anesthesia unmasked the effect of the VNS on her airway. Regardless of the reason, her absence of airway symptoms suggests that this is not a guarantee that patients without noticeable airway problems while awake will not develop airway obstruction while anesthetized.

In summary, the VNS produces abnormal motion of the vocal folds during stimulation in many patients. In the current case, this abnormal motion was responsible for intermittent episodes of partial airway obstruction during general anesthesia with an LMA. When anesthetizing patients with a VNS, it may be prudent to consider turning the VNS off during anesthesia if an LMA is to be used. In addition, in those patients with a VNS in whom an endotracheal tube is indicated, one should consider the possibility of vocal fold trauma if the VNS intermittently adds the vocal fold against the hard endotracheal tube. In these patients, it would also seem prudent to consider turning the VNS off during the duration of anesthesia.
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SELECTIVE spinal injection procedures have become an integral part of the interdisciplinary treatment of patients with lumbar disc disease. These procedures can be powerful therapeutic tools in controlling pain and allowing early protected mobilization. Injection of the epidural space, spinal nerves, facet joints, and intervertebral discs cannot be performed safely and reliably without radiographic assistance.

Epidural steroids have been used for many years to manage low back pain and sciatica but are still controversial.1–3 The anesthesiologist is totally dependent on the epidural anatomy and resistance to spread medication around or up to the front of the dural sac. In patients with lumbar disc herniations and radiculopathy, the target site is the interface between the posterior annulus of the intervertebral disc and the ventral dural sac or root sleeve. The commonly used transforaminal injection technique, as described in several reports, improves the delivery of a high concentration of medication to the ventral epidural space.4–7

Here, we describe a case of a transforaminal sleeve infiltration of the L3 nerve root. After positioning the needle, 2 ml dye was injected, and a discogram was visualized. In a MEDLINE search, we found no previous publications describing this inadvertent event. Possible implications for the interpretation of this observation in daily practice are discussed.

Case Report

A 50-yr-old man came to the pain clinic with subacute lumbar pain and radiation in the right leg by the L3 dermatome, with only a minor sensory deficit (paresthesia) and no motor deficits. A computed tomography scan of the lumbar spine showed a right lateral disc herniation at the L3–L4 intervertebral disc, with compression on the L3 nerve root and probably also on the right L4 nerve root. A lateral magnetic resonance image (fig. 1) also showed the right-sided, upward intraforaminal disc herniation at the L3–L4 level, with compression on the L3 nerve root and dehydration of the L2-L3 and L3-L4 intervertebral discs.

After a neurologic examination, the neurosurgeon initiated conventional pharmacologic treatment with intramuscular nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and a combination of paracetamol and a weak opioid (tramadol hydrochloride). Because of lack of efficacy, the patient was referred to the pain clinic for a transforaminal sleeve infiltration of the L3 nerve root with steroids as an initial, nonoperative treatment. After informed consent, this infiltration was performed using a conventional technique under strict sterile conditions with an image intensifier. The skin was anesthetized with 3 ml lidocaine, 2%. A 22-gauge needle (RCN-10 needle, 100 mm) was advanced obliquely toward the base of the corresponding pedicle of the L3 vertebra. The position of the needle was verified in a lateral view, where the ideal placement of the needle is with the tip in the cephaloventral corner of the neuroforamen.

Immediately after 0.5 ml dye (180 mg iodine per ml iohexol, Omnipaque®; Nycomed Ltd., Cork, Ireland) was injected, an intervertebral L3–L4 discogram was observed (fig. 2A), although the nerve root of L3 was our target. The injection was not painful and did not cause referring sensations. In the lateral view, dye was visible descending...
resembling low back pain and sciatica. Because most lipase A2 was shown in the generation of symptoms, the artery of Adamkiewicz, so creating vascular ischemia. There is also the risk of lasting paraplegia by injection of corticosteroids are rare but must not be overlooked. Thirty minutes after this injection, the patient’s radicular pain was relieved, and he was sent home. Two weeks and 2 months later, the condition was reevaluated. The radicular pain symptoms were resolved, making surgery unnecessary.

Discussion

Correct positioning of the needle for a targeted sleeve infiltration is only reliable after radiologic control in at least two planes and the use of dye on the targeted nerve root. The transforaminal technique for epidural infiltration was suggested because of the better spread of the injected fluid to the irritated nerve root and to the ventral epidural space. Complications of this technique and of the infiltration of local anesthetics and corticosteroids are rare but must not be overlooked. Complications may be attributed to poor or incorrect patient selection, drug-related reactions, and technique. There is also the risk of lasting paraplegia by injection of the artery of Adamkiewicz, so creating vascular ischemia of the spinal cord.

Recently, in disc herniations, the involvement of an important inflammatory reaction coming from the intervertebral disc and nucleus pulposus has gained attention. More specifically, the importance of phospholipase A2 was shown in the generation of symptoms resembling low back pain and sciatica. Because most of the inflammatory reactions in the epidural space are found nearby the intervertebral disc and thus in the anterior plane of the epidural space, a more targeted infiltration of this corticosteroid is advocated. These sleeve infiltrations are becoming more commonly practiced for the treatment of (sub)acute lumbosciatica. For correct positioning of the needle, the use of x-ray facilities is indispensable. Here, we describe a case with an inadvertent easy injection of the intervertebral disc, resulting in a discogram that could be classified as irregular. The unexpected spread of the contrast dye could be due to several reasons. First, because the magnetic resonance protocol described a right-sided, upward intraforaminal disc herniation at the L3–L4 level with compression on the L3 nerve root, a direct injection in this disc herniation could be supposed. Second, the leakage of inflammatory mediators through an annulus fibrosus tear can cause severe epidural fibrosis. The placement of the needle in this fibrosis at a distance of the disc can, through fibrotic canals, give a connection with the leaking disc. Third, a true delineated anatomic connection between a nerve root and the disc are not described but could be present because both structures are of mesodermal origin.

If the above-mentioned connections are possible, even then, easy injection of contrast dye without reports of pain or other sensations from the patient is not explained. A vacuum phenomenon of the intervertebral disc is described in cadavers and in degenerated discs. A patient who is placed in a prone position with a pillow under his or her pelvis has an important passive lumbar spinal extension, and this can create a decrease in intervertebral disc pressure, therefore causing negative pressure in the intervertebral disc, which probably results in a suction force toward the disc. The infiltration of only 0.5 ml contrast dye allowed visualization of a whole disc. Discography is a reliable method of evaluating the integrity of the intervertebral disc. The normal annulus fibrosus offers fair resistance to distension, and the normal disc accepts only 1–1.5 ml contrast medium. Injection in the degenerated disc is often done without difficulty. The easy injection of 2 ml or more contrast medium into a disc is a sign of some degree of degeneration within the annulus fibrosus and the nucleus pulposus. Extravasation of contrast medium occurs through fissures and tears of the annulus and may be seen with both degeneration and herniation.

We do not support the infiltration of corticosteroids into the disc because of the lack of evidence of good outcome of this technique and because of the risk of complications.

Moreover, the target for application of corticosteroids...
and local anesthetics here was the nerve root adjacent to the intervertebral disc. If we had injected our local anesthetics in this case without contrast dye control, a misinterpretation of this infiltration would have been possible. We believe that this observation is important for correct clinical practice.

Conclusion
Meticulous care should be taken when a transformaminal sleeve injection of steroids, local anesthetics, or both is performed. All previous publications describe the leakage of contrast medium out of the disc by execution of a lumbar discography. There were no publications describing this event, the leakage of dye into the disc while injecting it into the neuroforamen.

This observation emphasizes the importance of the use of contrast dye and radiographic evaluation while performing a transformaminal sleeve injection to avoid inadvertent infiltrations of structures other than the target structure.

Development of Osteomyelitis after Direct Laryngoscopy
Aaron G. Tucke, D.D.S.,* Robert J. Diecidue, D.M.D., M.D.†

ORAL and oropharyngeal complications of intubations have been cited as some of the most common causes of complaints against anesthetists. Reviews of closed claims analyses have shown that dental injury accounts for approximately one third of all incidents reported.1 In one prospective study, 745 patients were evaluated before and after anesthesia and were found to have dental trauma 12.1% of the time and an overall oral injury incidence of 18%.2 In a similar study of 404 patients, an incidence of oral trauma of 6.9% was found.3 Clearly, the literature places emphasis on damage limited to teeth. Less common complications include mucosal tears, dental fractures, dislocation of the temporomandibular joint, and injury to the hypoglossal and lingual nerves.1–7 Most often, mucosal tears are the result of trauma from the blade of the laryngoscope, the tip of the endotracheal tube, or the fiberoptic endoscope and heal without incident. Here, we report adverse sequelae to mucosal lacerations not yet found in the literature. In both cases, the patients developed osteomyelitis of the mandible after laceration of the overlying oral mucosa after a traumatic intubation.
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CASE REPORTS

ORAL and oropharyngeal complications of intubations have been cited as some of the most common causes of complaints against anesthetists. Reviews of closed claims analyses have shown that dental injury accounts for approximately one third of all incidents reported. In one prospective study, 745 patients were evaluated before and after anesthesia and were found to have dental trauma 12.1% of the time and an overall oral injury incidence of 18%. In a similar study of 404 patients, an incidence of oral trauma of 6.9% was found. Clearly, the literature places emphasis on damage limited to teeth. Less common complications include mucosal tears, dental fractures, dislocation of the temporomandibular joint, and injury to the hypoglossal and lingual nerves. Most often, mucosal tears are the result of trauma from the blade of the laryngoscope, the tip of the endotracheal tube, or the fiberoptic endoscope and heal without incident. Here, we report adverse sequelae to mucosal lacerations not yet found in the literature. In both cases, the patients developed osteomyelitis of the mandible after laceration of the overlying oral mucosa after a traumatic intubation.

Case Reports

Case 1
A 55-yr-old man presented with the chief complaint of pain and paresthesia to the right lower jaw. The patient reported that approximately 2 months before, he had undergone left thyroid lobectomy for treatment of papillary carcinoma of the thyroid under general anesthesia via endotracheal tube. Review of hospital records confirmed such a procedure, and administration of anesthesia was noted to be routine, with use of a No. 3 Macintosh blade for direct laryngoscopy. The trachea was intubated on the first attempt without difficulty, and no mucosal lacerations were reported at the time of intubation. Immediately subsequent to the procedure, the patient noted an ulceration of the right posterior medial aspect of the mandible. After 1 month of persistent ulceration and new-onset lip numbness, the patient sought treatment.

Intraoral examination revealed a 1 x 1-cm exposed bony seques-

trum on the right posterior lingual cortex of the mandible, with ulceration of the overlying mucosa. There was also hypoesthesia to a small region on the patient’s lower right lip. A computed tomography image was obtained and showed a linear lucency along the medial aspect of the body of the right mandible, with associated small defects in the lingual cortex at the level of the right second molar (fig. 1). The patient underwent debridement and biopsy of the exposed bone in the operating room under general anesthesia. Results of the surgical pathology report revealed bone with narrow fibrosis and chronic inflammation consistent with osteomyelitis. Anaerobic and aerobic cultures of the soft tissue surrounding the lesion grew organisms commonly associated with osteomyelitis.
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After review of antibiotic sensitivity reports and consultation with Infectious Disease, the course of therapy was decided to be 6 weeks of oral antibiotics. Although the patient’s hypoesthesia progressively resolved and the mucosal ulceration completely healed, the patient noted persistent pain at the 6-week mark. Repeated cultures showed organisms associated with osteomyelitis; therefore, the patient continued oral antibiotics for a total of 6 months. The final follow-up after the 6-month course of therapy revealed a well-healed surgical site, normal lip sensation, and a pain-free patient.

**Case 2**

A similar case involved a 54-yr-old woman who, after a tracheal intubation for dilation and curettage, noticed an ulceration along the right mandible. Again, the anesthesia was noted to be uneventful, with intubation of the trachea on first attempt with a No. 3 Macintosh blade. No trauma to the oral mucosa was documented. On presentation to our office, a fluctuant swelling was noted on the mandibular right posterior lingual cortex on examination. The lower right second bicuspid had slight tenderness with pressure. The examination results were otherwise unremarkable. A computed tomography image was obtained and revealed erosion of the right mandibular body (fig. 2). The patient was taken to the operating room for biopsy, and results revealed osteomyelitis. Based on culture and sensitivity reports, a combination of long-term intravenous and oral antibiotics was deemed necessary. After 3 months of therapy, the mucosal laceration had healed, and the patient was pain-free. Repeat radiographs at the six-month follow-up appointment revealed a well-healing biopsy site with adequate bony fill.

**Discussion**

By strict definition, osteomyelitis is inflammation of the medullary portion of the bone, but it often progresses to involve the cortical bone and periosteum. Most cases of osteomyelitis of the jaws in developed countries can be attributed to extension of a dentoalveolar infection or are in association with traumatic fractures of the jaws. Predisposing factors, such as chronic systemic disease, immunocompromise, and disorders that lead to hypovascularity of bone, have been implicated. In addition, social history findings of tobacco use, alcohol, or intravenous drug abuse have been associated with an increased risk of developing osteomyelitis.

*Fig. 1. Axial view of a computed tomographic scan with contrast showing a linear lucency along the medial aspect of the body of the right mandible with associated defect in the lingual cortex and the level of the first and second molars.*

*Fig. 2. Axial view of a computed tomographic scan with contrast showing a lytic radiolucency along the medial aspect of the body of the right mandible with erosion of the lingual cortex in the region of the second bicuspid and first molar.*

Presentation is typically some combination of the usual signs of inflammation, including pain, swelling, trismus, erythema, and exudate. Fragments of nonviable bone called sequestrum may be present and protrude throughout the overlying mucosa. Radiographically, the bone may appear normal in early osteomyelitis or may present as an irregular radiolucent area after 4–6 months of progression of the infection.

Diagnosis begins with clinical and radiologic findings. Adjunctive procedures include bone biopsies and cultures. Treatment varies depending on the extent of invasion and may range from intravenous or oral antibiotics alone to complete resection of the involved bone. Hyperbaric oxygen has been used in cases that are refractory to aggressive surgical and antibiotic intervention. While cases of osteomyelitis usually resolve with treatment, the morbidity associated with the process is clear.

**Summary**

The majority of oral ulcerations from intubation may heal without incident; however, the potential to develop...
a serious complication such as osteomyelitis does exist. Identification of risk factors, including irradiated bone or immunosuppression, should yield increased care during direct laryngoscopy. Further, if a mucosal tear is sustained, recommendation for follow-up with an oral and maxillofacial surgeon should be provided such that intervention may be initiated early, if required.
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Rebound Pulmonary Hypertension and Cardiogenic Shock after Withdrawal of Inhaled Prostacyclin

John G. Augoustides, M.D.,* Kym Culp, M.D.,† Steven Smith, B.S., R.R.T.‡

SEVERE pulmonary hypertension (PHTN) may cause right ventricular failure after heart surgery, significantly affecting mortality and morbidity.1,2 Perioperative inhaled nitric oxide was a major clinical advance because it was the first purely selective pulmonary vasodilator that treated PHTN without systemic vasodilation.3,4 Rebound PHTN is associated with withdrawal of nitric oxide; this may be due to its short duration of action.4,5 Inhaled prostacyclin (iPGI2) has replaced nitric oxide at our institution after nitric oxide became too expensive after approval by the US Food and Drug Administration. There is no published report of rebound PHTN after withdrawal of iPGI2.6 Because iPGI2 has a duration of action similar to that of nitric oxide, it may also be associated with rebound PHTN. The following case report illustrates this possibility in the setting of severe PHTN after cardiac surgery.

Case Report

A 74-yr-old man (height, 140 cm; weight, 52 kg) presented with congestive cardiac failure. The patient had undergone previous coronary artery bypass grafting in 1979 and 1999. His transthoracic echocardiogram revealed an ejection fraction of 35%, severe aortic stenosis (aortic valve area of 0.9 cm²), severe mitral regurgitation, significant PHTN (estimated pulmonary artery systolic pressure 69 mmHg), moderate tricuspid regurgitation, and normal right ventricular function. Coronary catheterization revealed occluded saphenous venous grafts but a patent left internal mammary graft to the left anterior descending artery. There was no significant coronary stenosis amenable to surgical intervention.

The patient presented to the operating room for mitral and aortic valve replacement. Hemodynamic monitoring included arterial, central venous, and pulmonary artery catheterization. Aprotinin was administered without incident. The induction of anesthesia was with titrated intravenous midazolam and fentanyl. Tracheal intubation was uneventful. Anesthetic maintenance was with titrated midazolam, fentanyl, and isoflurane 0.5% in oxygen. Neuromuscular blockade was achieved with pancuronium. The hemodynamics before cardiopulmonary bypass were as follows: central venous pressure, 12–14 mmHg; pulmonary artery systolic/diastolic pressures, 44–55 mmHg/25–30 mmHg; systemic blood pressure, 110–140 mmHg/60–80 mmHg; heart rate, 80–100 beats/min; cardiac index, 1.8–2.0 l/min · m⁻². Intraoperative transesophageal echocardiography was performed (Omniplane II probe, Sonos 5500, Philips Medical Systems, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). The preoperative findings were confirmed. The patient underwent uncomplicated bioprosthetic aortic and mitral valve replacement on cardiopulmonary bypass (myocardial ischemic time, 140 min; cardiopulmonary bypass time, 207 min).

Separation from cardiopulmonary bypass was uneventful. The hemodynamics were as follows: central venous pressure, 14–18 mmHg; pulmonary artery systolic/diastolic pressures, 50–55 mmHg/30–55 mmHg; systemic blood pressure, 100–120 mmHg/50–60 mmHg; heart rate, 90–100 beats/min; cardiac index, 1.8–2.0 l/min · m⁻². Intraoperative transesophageal echocardiography confirmed normal prosthetic valvular function, no change in the tricuspid regurgitation, moderate right ventricular dilation, and moderate biventricular dysfunction. Biventricular function was supported with infusions of epinephrine at 2 µg · kg⁻¹ · min⁻¹ and milrinone at 0.575 µg · kg⁻¹ · min⁻¹. PHTN was managed with hyperventilation with 100% oxygen, titrated to arterial blood gas analysis. Despite aprotinin administration, there was significant coagulopathy after protamine reversal. This was corrected with transfusion of platelets and fresh frozen plasma. The patient was transferred to the intensive care unit while sedated on mechanical ventilation.

In the intensive care unit, the patient’s admission hemodynamics were as follows: central venous pressure, 14 mmHg; pulmonary artery systolic/diastolic pressures, 58 mmHg/30 mmHg; systemic blood pres...
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Discussion

This case report details management of acute-on-chronic PHTN after mitral and aortic valve replacement. iPGI₂ allows direct administration to the pulmonary arterial bed for selective pulmonary vasodilation; its short half-life of 2.7 min and rapid hydrolysis in blood prevent systemic arterial effects. The patient demonstrated an acute-on-chronic deterioration of PHTN that perhaps may stem in part from depletion of endogenous pulmonary endothelial nitric oxide due to cardiopulmonary bypass. The lack of normal pulsatile pulmonary blood flow decreases nitric oxide production by constitutive nitric oxide synthase. Coupled to this endogenous nitric oxide deficiency is a decrease in right ventricular reserve due in part to ischemia during aortic clamping and possible incomplete myocardial protection during cardiopulmonary bypass. Thus, the right ventricular failure is evident as afterload is increased while pump function is decreased.

This case also illustrates a tiered approach to management of PHTN. Initial management of right ventricular failure includes hypocarbia, hyperoxia, inotropic support, and further afterload reduction with milrinone. Selective pulmonary vasodilation is indicated when these initial measures are inadequate. The addition of iPGI₂ in the intensive care unit facilitated adequate control of the PHTN.

During withdrawal of selective pulmonary vasodilation, right ventricular afterload was acutely increased. The right ventricle was unable to cope with any further increases in afterload. The rebound PHTN after iPGI₂ withdrawal was immediately apparent and is readily explained by the short half-life of iPGI₂, as has been described for nitric oxide. This rebound PHTN predisposed the patient to cardiogenic shock, with further right ventricular challenge.

Although iPGI₂ offers significantly cheaper clinical equivalency compared with inhaled nitric oxide, it too has the clinical challenge of rebound PHTN on withdrawal in high-risk patients, as illustrated by this case report. Inhaled iloprost is a stable derivative of prostacyclin that can be administered intermittently because its effects last 1–2 h. Inhaled iloprost has been used successfully in Europe for PHTN after cardiac surgery and may represent a solution for the rebound PHTN that we have observed with prostacyclin. Because the effects of inhaled iloprost last up to 2 h, rebound PHTN may be less likely because acute loss of pulmonary vasodilation is unlikely. Rebound PHTN is a feature of inhaled pulmonary vasodilators with a half-life of minutes, previously described with nitric oxide and now also observed with iPGI₂. Inhaled iloprost may allow gradual controlled withdrawal of perioperative inhaled selective pulmonary vasodilation.

Inhaled iloprost is not currently available in the United

---

Fig. 1. Relationship of pulmonary hypertension to withdrawal of inhaled prostacyclin. PASP = pulmonary artery systolic pressure; PGI₂ = inhaled prostacyclin; SSP = systemic systolic pressure.
States. Based on its favorable pharmacokinetics, it has great promise in the management of perioperative PHTN after cardiac surgery. It may represent another advance in perioperative inhaled pulmonary vasodilator therapy. Its place in perioperative management of PHTN and its integration with inhaled nitric oxide and iPGI2 will be elucidated with further investigation and clinical experience.
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